






























14 Introduction 

Finally, an interesting difference which does not pertain 
directly to the different Kabbalistic systems, but to the biogra-
phies of their leading figures: namely, that the vast majority 
of the works of the ecstatic Kabbalah were written by itiner-
ant Kabbalists. This was the case with Abulafia; this was also, 
apparently, the fate of Sa carey Sedeq, by his own testimony, and 
of R. Isaac of Acre. By contrast, through the 1280's we do not 
know of any Kabbalists who contributed to the formation of the 
theosophical-theurgical Kabbalah whose lives were uprooted. 
At most, one hears of a move from Catalonia to Provence and 
back again, or visits to the various cities of Castile, but not of 
migration from one continent to another. Many of the Span-
ish Kabbalists—such as Nahmanides, Ibn Adret, and R. Todros 
Abulafia—resided permanently in the major cities and consti-
tuted the religious establishment. On the other hand, the ecstatic 
Kabbalists found difficulty in striking roots in any one place, but 
tended to wander about without being subject to any system of 
authority for any extended period of time. If we add to this 
the tension that grew between Abulafia, the spokesman of the 
ecstatic Kabbalah, and R. Solomon ibn Adret, who was among 
the major representatives of the theosophic-theurgic Kabbalah, 
we may conclude by saying that we have two mystical schools 
whose ideational and experiential structures differ from one an-
other in the most radical conceivable manner. 

Abulafia was considered, by the Christian Kabbalist Jo-
hanan Reuchlin, 2 ' as a pillar of Christian Kabbalah,22 as well as 
one of the two pillars of Jewish Kabbalah. Christian Kabbalah 
is based to a considerable extent upon the thought of Abulafia, 
whose writings were translated into Latin and Italian.23

Chapter One 

Techniques for Attaining Ecstasy 

Abraham Abulafia's system differs from that of other me-
dieval Jewish thinkers in presenting a detailed, systematic path 
enabling the seeker to attain to mystical experience. In this sys-
tem various concepts used to describe reality by Arab and Jewish 
philosophers are transformed into subjects of personal experi-
ence by means of a suitable technique. This technique paves 
the way toward the zenith of mysticism: the total unity between 
man's intellect and the supreme Being, whether this is under-
stood as God or as the Active Intellect. While other medieval 
thinkers as well saw this experience as their soul's desire, which 
they strove to attain with all their strength, we nevertheless do 
not find in philosophical works of this period any detailed, spe-
cific instructions as to the means of realizing such contact. The 
discussions by R. Abraham ibn Ezra and Maimonides and by 
their disciples concerning the nature of 'prophecy,' in which they 
saw the hallmark of this ideal experience are not to be read as 
concrete instructions, rooted in a specific path toward the real-
ization of the desired goal. They rather describe a phenomenon 
from the distant past, namely, Biblical prophecy, without claim-
ing although not explicitly denying that similar experiences are 
possible within their own generation. 

In my opinion, the path propounded by Abulafia in his 
books is an adaptation of the Jewish mystical traditions which he 
had learned from the Ashkenazi world of Franco-Germany to the
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spiritual needs of Jews educated within the philosophical schools 
of Spain and Italy, which primarily thought in Maimonidean 
concepts. To these were added elements originating in mysti-
cal techniques outside of Judaism—Greek-Orthodox hesychasm, 
Indian Yoga and possibly also Sufism. The last-mentioned is, 
however, primarily visible in the writings of his students, rather 
than in Abulafia's own writings. We shall therefore begin by 
describing the elements of technique as they appear in the writ-
ings of Abulafia and his disciples. As recitation of the Divine 
Names was the main technique developed by this school, we 
shall begin our discussion with this topic. 

1. The Ecstatic Character of the Recitation 
of the Divine Names 

The recitation of the Name or Names of God as a means 
of attaining ecstasy is a widely-known mystical practice, play-
ing a significant role in techniques known from India, Tibet, 
and Japan, in Islam and in Orthodox Christianity. We shall not 
discuss these techniques in a detailed way here; some will be 
mentioned again at the end of this chapter for purposes of com-
parison with the material found in Abulafia. Before discussing 
Abulafia's system, however, we shall examine the Jewish prece-
dents for use of the Divine Names in order to achieve changes 
in human consciousness. In late antiquity, in flekalot Rabbati, we 
read:

When a man wishes to ascend to the Merkdbdh, he calls to 
Suryah the Prince of the Presence, and adjures him one hun-
dred and twelve times with the Name twtrsy'y h', which is 
read twtrsy'y swrtq twtrky'l twfgr 'srwyly'y zbwdy'l wzhrry'l tnd'l 
"qhwzy' dhybwryn w'dyrryrwn Ha- Sem 'Elohey Yisra' el. He may 

neither add nor subtract from these one hundred and twelve 
times—for were he to add or subtract he might lose his life—
but he shall recite the names with his mouth, and the fingers
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of his hands shall count one hundred twelve times—and im-
mediately he descends to and rules the Merkabcih.' 

A similar passage appears in another treatise belonging 
to this literature: 

His mouth utters names and the fingers of his hands count one 
hundred eleven times; so shall whoever makes use of this as-
pect [i.e., technique], let his mouth utter names and the fingers 
of his hands count one hundred eleven times, and he must not 
subtract from these names, for if he adds or subtracts, he may 
lose his life.2 

Both these passages would seem to imply that this refers 
to an established custom connected with the "descent to the 
Merka-bdh." Similar methods were used during the Gaonic pe-
riod; in one of his responsa, R. Hai Gaon (939-1038) writes: 

And likewise [regarding] a dream question: there were several 
elders and pious men who [lived] with us who knew them [the 
Names] and fasted for several days, neither eating meat nor 
drinking wine, [staying] in a pure place and praying and recit-
ing great and well-known verses and [their] letters by number, 
and they went to sleep and saw wondrous dreams similar to 
a prophetic vision.3 

In another responsa, R. Hai Gaon testifies that: 

Many scholars thought that, when one who is distinguished 
by many qualities described in the books seeks to behold the 
Merkabdh and the palaces of the angels on high, he must follow 
a certain procedure. He must fast a number of days and place 
his head between his knees and whisper many hymns and 
songs whose texts are known from tradition. Then he will 
perceive within himself and in the chambers [of his heart] as if 
he saw the seven palaces with his own eyes, and as though he 
had entered one palace after another and seen what is there.` 

The former passage from R. Hai Gaon refers to "great and 
well-known verses and letters by number"; G. Vajda contends
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that the sense of the phrase, letters by number, refers to groups 
of letters which equal one another in their numerical value (i.e., 
gematria). 5 In my opinion, this in fact refers to the use of the 
Divine Name of seventy-two letters: the "great and well-known 
verses" are probably the three verses, Exodus 14:19-21, each one 
of which contains seventy-two letters in the Hebrew original, i.e., 
"letters in number." The second quotation also seems to me to 
be connected with the use of Divine Names. In Sefer ha- cAruk of 
R. Nathan b. Jehiel of Rome (1035-ca. 1110), we again read in the 
name of R. Hai Gaon, that "Pardes is that which is expounded 
in Flekaldt Rabbati and Flekaldt Zutrati; i.e., that they would perform 
certain actions, and pray in purity, and use the crown and see 
the HekalOt and the bands of angels in their position, and see how 
there was one chamber after another, and one within another."6 
G. Scholem has suggested that the expression "use the crown" 
signifies the use of the Divine Name.' A younger contemporary 
of R. Hai Gaon, Rabbenu Hanannel, many of whose ideas were 
borrowed from the works of R. Hai, likewise writes about the 
sages who entered Pardes, stating that they "prayed and cleansed 
themselves of all impurity, and fasted and bathed themselves 
and became pure, and they used the names and gazed at the 
Hekalot."8 In Rashi's opinion, the ascent to heaven signifying 
the entry into Pardes was performed "by means of a name." 

Similar testimony appears among the Ashkenazic Hasid-
im; Sefer ha-ljayyim, attributed to R. Abraham ibn Ezra, presents 
an interesting description reflecting the widespread use of 
Names:

A vision (march) occurs when a man is awake and reflects 
upon the wonders of God, or when he does not reflect upon 
them, but pronounces the Holy Names or those of the angels, 
in order that he be shown [whatever] he wishes or be informed 
of a hidden matter—and the Holy Spirit then reveals itself to 
him, and he knows that he is a worm and that his flesh is like 
a garment, and he trembles and shakes from the power of the 
Holy Spirit, and is unable to stand it. Then that man stands up 
like one who is faint, and does not know where he is standing,
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nor does he see or hear or feel his body, but his soul sees and 
hears and this is called vision and sight, and this is the matter 
of most prophecy.'° 

The disputant of the anonymous author of Sefer ha-
Hayyim,R. Moses Taku (ca. 1235), describes a similar technique 
in a surviving fragment of his book, Ketab Tammim: 

And two of those who were lacking in knowledge [among] the 
schismatics [thought] to make themselves prophets, and they 
were accustomed to recite Holy Names, and at times performed 
kawwanot during this recitation, and the soul was astounded, 
and the body fell down and was exhausted. But for such as 
these there is no barrier to the soul, and the soul becomes 
the principal thing [in their constitution] and sees afar; [but] 
after one hour, when the power of that Name which had been 
mentioned departs, he returns to what he was, with a confused 
mind." 

The last two passages corroborate one another: during 
the procedures of reciting the Names, the body trembles vio-
lently, freeing the soul from its dependence upon the senses and 
creating a new form of consciousness. The process is in both 
cases compared to prophecy; one should note that prophecy is 
also mentioned, in a similar context, in R. Hai Gaon's previously 
quoted words: "similar to a prophetic vision." 

R. Eleazar of Worms (ca. 1165-ca.1230, the Roqeah), a con-
temporary of the above-mentioned anonymous author of Sefer 
ha-tlayyim, also knew the technique of recitation of the Names of 
God—a usage likely to bring about results similar to those men-
tioned in the works of R. Hai Gaon or in Sefer ha-Hayyim. These 
are his comments in Sefer ha-Hokmdh:12 

abg yts 13—these are the six letters, each and every letter [stand-
ing for] a [Divine] name in its own right:" A - Adiriron; B 
- Bihariron; G — Gihariron; Y — Yagbihayah; T — Talmiyah; S - 
Satnitayah. By rights, one oughtn't to write everything or to 
vocalize them, lest those lacking in knowledge and those taken
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(sic!—should be "striken") in understanding and of negligible 
wisdom use them. However, Abraham our father passed on 
the name of impurity to the children of the concubines, in or-
der that they not know the future by means of idolatry. 15 Thus, 
some future things and spirits were revealed to us by means of 
the [Divine] attributes, through the pronunciation of the depths 
of the Names, in order to know the spirit of wisdom—thus far 
the Sefer Yirqah.16 

R. Eleazar of Worm's statements reflect an awareness of 
the antiquity of involvement in Divine Names and their recita-
tion as a means of acquiring knowledge of the future or various 
wisdoms; the patriarch Abraham already knew these secrets and 
attempted to conceal them from the children of the concubines, 
and they were subsequently passed down from generation to 
generation until the Jewish medieval mystics. The expression, 
"pronunciation of the depths of the names," is particularly in-
teresting in light of the fact that Abulafia-who explicitly admits 
to R. Eleazar's influence-was to see his own Kabbalah, that of 
Names, as the deepest path within the Jewish esoteric tradition. 
All of these quotations share the fact that they were formulated 
outside of the framework of the great speculative systems of the 
age-the Aristotelian and the Neoplatonic. Indeed, they reflect 
those types of approaches which Mircea Eliade, the scholar of 
comparatiye religions, would designate as "shamanistic." 

Upon the emergence of philosophy, the use of Divine 
Names became transformed into a means for realizing forms 
of consciousness which transcend the ordinary frame of mind. 
R. Isaac ibn Latif (ca. 1210-ca. 1280) writes in Ginzey ha-Melek:" 

The attainment of [knowledge of] the existence of God is 
the highest form, including three kinds of comprehension 
(hasagi-ilt), 18 which are: conceptual comprehension, prophetic 
comprehension, and that comprehension which is hidden until 
the coming of the Righteous one, who shall teach [it]. The first 
kind is the comprehension of the existence of a first cause for 
all [things], by means of conclusive proofs: this is speculative
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philosophical comprehension, grasped through knowledge of 
those things which exist apart from the First Cause. The sec-
ond kind is comprehension that the First Cause acts by a sim-
ple will, designated as spiritual speech, and this is [known as] 
prophetic comprehension, grasped by means of the Divine in-
flux emanated upon the prophets by knowledge of the secret of 
His glorious names, through the comprehension of each one of 
them and of their wholeness; this level is one to which the mas-
ter of conceptual speculation has no entry. The third kind is 
comprehension of this knowledge by means of the Name which 
is completely and utterly hidden [and] described as within, and 
this is the essence and the highest of all comprehensions, and 
it is this one which is reserved in the future for those who fear 
God and take into account His name [Malachi 3:16]. 

The first kind of understanding mentioned here is that of 
natural theology based upon philosophy, which is the province 
of "scholars of speculation." The second is a combination of the 
approach of R. Solomon ibn Gabirol (ca. 1020-ca.1057; known in 
Latin as "Avicebrol"), which asserts the identity of will and the 
approach of speech, i° and speculation upon the Divine Names. 
At the time, this explicit connection between prophecy and con-
templation of the Divine Names was an unusual one and, in my 
opinion, is indicative of the penetration into Ibn Latif's thought 
of a view from one of Abulafia's sources. The third kind of 
comprehension mentioned above involves the hidden Name of 
God; this is an allusion to the name hwy, which was considered 
the hidden name of God both by the circle of Sefer ha-lyyun and 
by Abulafia. 2° The similarity to Abulafia is particularly great, as 
both Abulafia and Ibn Latif believed that knowledge of the hid-
den name of God will be realized in the times of Messiah. In 
'Osar 'Eden Ganuz, Abulafia writes:21 

What we have seen in some of the books of those sages22 con-
cerning the division of the names is that one who has knowl-
edge of their essence will have a great and wondrous superior-
ity in Torah and wisdom and prophecy above all his contem-
poraries. These are the things which God has chosen above all
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else in the world of the soul; therefore, He has given them to 
the soul in potentia, and when they go from potentia to actu, the 
soul acts on another soul, so that the souls are renewed, and 
this knowledge shall save many souls from Sheol. 

Three different approaches to the Divine Names appear 
in this passage: that true knowledge of the names is liable to 
make one wise; that they are capable of bringing an individual 
to the level of prophecy, i.e., to a mystical experience; and that 
they contain hidden powers to change reality by "renewal" of 
souls. All three of the approaches combined here—the infor-
mative, the magical, and the ecstatic—were present within the 
circle of Kabbalists whom Abulafia knew. R. Moses b. Simeon 
of Burgos, described by Abulafia as one of his students, writes: 

It is truly known that those prophets who concentrated in-
tensely in deed and in thought, more so than other people of 
their species, and whose pure thoughts cleaved to the Rock of 
the World with purity and great cleanliness that the supernal 
Divine will intended to show miracles and wonders through 
them, to sanctify His great Name, and that they received an 
influx of the supernal inner emanation by virtue of the Di-
vine names, to perform miraculous actions in physical things, 
working changes in nature.23 

These words of R. Moses of Burgos indicate that a tech-
nique for receiving prophetic flow by means of Divine Names 
was known in Spain in the second half of the thirteenth century. 
As we shall see below in the chapter on prophecy and music, 
Abulafia's approach to music was likewise known to the circle 
of R. Moses of Burgos. 

Before we continue to analyze Abulafia's technique, I 
should like to mention one feature common to all the passages 
quoted above: namely, that they refer to the Divine Names as 
distinct linguistic units, which the one 'prophesying' must repeat 
several times. In these passages, the Name is not broken down 
into a multitude of units, which constantly change by means
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of different combinations and vocalizations. This technique of 
breaking-down or atomizing the Name is the most distinctive 
characteristic of Abulafia's technique; the Holy Name contains 
within itself 'scientific' readings of the structure of the world and 
its activities, thereby possessing both an 'informative' character 
and magical powers. It is reasonable to assume that both qual-
ities are associated with the peculiar structure of the Name.24 
However, in Abulafia's view this structure must be destroyed in 
order to exploit the 'prophetic' potential of these Names and to 
create a series of new structures by means of letter-combinations. 
In the course of the changes taking place in the structure of the 
Name, the structure of human consciousness likewise changes. 
As Abulafia indicated in a number of places,25 the Divine Name 
is inscribed upon man's soul, making it reasonable to assume 
that the process of letter-combination worked upon the name is 
understood as occurring simultaneously in the human soul: "In 
the thoughts of your mind combine and be purified." 26 We shall 
now see how the Divine Names are used as a means of attain-
ing mystical experience or, as Abulafia writes, 27 "in the name 
my intellect found a ladder to ascend to the heights of vision." 

Just as the letters themselves generally appear on three 
levels—writing, speech and thought28—so do the Names of God; 
one must 'recite' the Names first in writing, then verbally, and 
finally mentally. The act of writing the combination of the let-
ters of the Divine Names is mentioned in several places in the 
writings of Abulafia and his followers, only two of which we 
shall cite here: "Take the pen and the parchment and the ink, 
and write and combine Names" 29 and, in . a carey Sedeq,3° "when 
midnight passed [over] me and the quill is in my hand and the 
paper on my knees." 

The second level, that of verbal articulation, is more com-
plex, including several components which must be analyzed sep-
arately: 1) the seeker of mystical experience must sing the letters 
and their vocalization (this point will be discussed separately in 
the chapter on music and prophecy); 2) he must maintain a fixed
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rhythm of breathing; 3) his head must be moved in accordance 
with the vocalization of the letter pronounced; 4) he must con-
template the internal structure of the human being. These last 
three procedures will be discussed below at greater length. 

The third level involves the mental combination of the Di-
vine Names: "Know that mental [letter-]combination performed 
in the heart brings forth a word, [the latter] being [the result of 
the letterdcombination, entirely mental and born from the sphere 
of the intellect." 3 ' A brief description of the movement from one 
level to another appears in 'Osar `Eden Ganuz.32 

One must take the letters 'mg yhw, first as instructed in the 
written form which is an external thing, to combine them, and 
afterwards one takes them from the book with their combina-
tions, and transfers them to one's tongue and mouth, and pro-
nounces them until one knows them by heart. Afterwards, he 
shall take them from his mouth [already] combined, and trans-
fer them to his heart, and set his mind to understand what is 
shown him in every language that he knows, until nothing is 
left of them. 

An explicit process of interiorization is presented here: the 
letters of the Divine Name undergo a process of 'purification' by 
which they are transformed from tangible letters, existing out-
side of the intellect, into intellective letters, existing in the heart. 
This process is one of construction of the intellect, beginning with 
sensibilia and ending in intelligibilia. Thus, through the com-
bination of the letters on all three levels, one may arrive at the 
highest level of consciousness: prophecy, or mystical experience. 
Several passages shall be cited below indicating that this tech-
nique allows a 'prophet' to achieve unique spiritual attainments. 
The Castilian Kabbalist R. Isaac b. Solomon ibn Abi Sahula, a 
contemporary of Abulafia, writes: "It is known that when he re-
ceived this verse (I am that I am [Ex. 3:14]), Moses our teacher, 
of blessed memory, attained the very essence of wisdom and 
the highest level in the renewal of miracles and wonders, by the
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combination of its letters."33 The process of attaining wisdom is 
described in impressive terms in Abulafia's Hayyey ha-Nefe: 

And begin by combining this name, namely, YHWH, at the 
beginning alone, and examine all its combinations and move 
it and turn it about like a wheel returning around, front and 
back, like a scroll, and do not let it rest, but when you see its 
matter strengthened because of the great motion, because of the 
fear of confusion of your imagination and the rolling about of 
your thoughts, and when you let it rest, return to it and ask [it] 
until there shall come to your hand a word of wisdom from it, 
do not abandon it. Afterwards go on to the second one from 
it, Adonay, and ask of it its foundation [yesodo] and it will 
reveal to you its secret [sodo]. And then you will apprehend 
its matter in the truth of its language. Then join and combine 
the two of them [YHWH and Adonay], and study them and ask 
them, and they will reveal to you the secrets of wisdom, and 
afterwards combine this which is, namely, 'El Sadday, which 
is tantamount to the Name ['El Sadday = 345 = ha-Sem], and it 
will also come in your portion. Afterwards combine 'Elohim, 
and it will also grant you wisdom, and then combine the four 
of them, and find the miracles of the Perfect One [i.e., God], 
which are miracles of wisdom.34 

From this passage, as well as from the one cited above 
from 'Osdr 'Eden Ganuz, we learn that one must combine the let-
ters of a given Name, and then combine them in turn with the 
combinations of the letters of another Name. This activity is re-
ferred to by Abulafia by the term Ma'aseh Merkdbah i.e., the act 
of combining [harkavah] the letters of one Name in another which 
brings about the receiving of metaphysical knowledge, i.e., the 
standard meaning of Ma'aseh Merkdbah in Abulafian Kabbalah. In 
Sefer ha-'Ot, p. 75, we read: 

One who concentrates upon the Ineffable Name which is com-
bined in twelve ways—six of them inverted—which causes the 
grandeur of Israel, shall rejoice in it, and the joy and happiness 
and gladness will combine in the heart of each one who seeks
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the name, in the name Yh'whdyhnwh 'Eloha 'El Sadday YHWH 
Sewadt. 

The first and second of these Names are combinations of 
one Name within another: YHWH — ADNY — YHWH — YHWH.35 

2. Combinations of Letters of the Divine Names 

The two Divine Names most frequently used by Abulafia 
in letter-combination are the Name of seventy-two letters, whose 
combinations are mostly described in Hayyey ha-`01am ha-Ba', and 
the Tetragrammaton (the Name of Four Letters or the "Ineffable 
Name"), details of whose combinations are discussed in 'Or ha-

Selcel. We shall begin our discussion with the latter. 

The method of combination expounded in Sefer 'Or ha-

Selcel is exemplified by the use of the letter Aleph, which is com-
bined in turn with each of the letters of the Tetragrammaton, so 
that one arrives at four combinations, as follows: 'y 'h. Each 
of these units is in turn vocalized by every possible permutation 
of the five vowels, holani, gamas, hiriq, sere, qubus, in the sequence 
of both and y', and so on. One thereby derives four tables, 
each containing fifty vocalized combinations. The following is 
an example of one of these tables:36 

' K 	 'K
	

' K
	

K 
K' 

'K 	 :K 
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This table, as we have mentioned, is one of four in which 
the letter 'Alef is combined with the four letters of the Divine 
Names. But, as Abulafia states in the book, it is not only by 
chance that he 'chose' this form of combination as an example; 
in his view, the letter 'Alef constitutes part of the hidden Divine 
Name, 'hwy. 37 However, this explanation seems a kind of exegesis 
of material which he already found in his earlier sources. In one 
of the works of R. Eleazar of Worms (ca. 1165-ca. 1230), we find 
a combination-technique quite similar to that of Abulafia; in this 
technique, the letter 'Alef is also combined with each of the four 
letters of the Tetragrammaton, each unit being vocalized by two 
vowels. We shall cite one example:38

The main difference between Abulafia's table and R. 
Eleazar's one lies in the total number of vowels used: rather 
than five vowels," as in Abulafia, in R. Eleazar there are six, 
by means of the addition of the shewa. The total number of 
combinations thereby increases geometrically. In my opinion, 
Abulafia adapted an Ashkenazic system of combination to the 
Sephardic system of vocalization, based upon five major vowels; 
the gewa, counted as a vowel by the Ashkenazim, disappeared, 
thereby decreasing the total number of vocalized combinations. 
Abulafia, for whom this system of combination was exemplified 
by the use of the letter 'Alef and the other letters of the Ineffable 
Name, saw this as an allusion to his view that the Name 'hwy is 
the Hidden Name of God. •

Whereas the system described above is based upon a 
square, each of whose sides contains a different combination 
of the letters of the Divine Name, the system found in Hayyey 
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ha-Olam ha-Ba' is based upon the circle. The name of seventy-
two letters is recited while contemplating circles, each of which 
contains nine letters out of the 216 letters of the Name; one 
thereby arrives at a system of twenty-four circles, containing 
in toto all in all the Name of seventy-two letters. It seems to 
me that the source of this system can also be identified; in the 
longer commentary to Exodus by R. Abraham ibn Ezra (1089-
1164), the author describes the mathematical qualities of the let-
ters constituting the Ineffable Name, and thereafter writes that 
"all of the numbers are nine from one direction, and ten from 
the other direction. If one writes the nine in a circle, and dou-
bles over the end with every number, one will find the units 
on the left side, and the tens, which are like units, on the right 
side." 4° It seems unlikely to assume that Abulafia based his sys-
tem in ljayyey ha-`0- him ha-Ba' upon circles of nine letters by mere 
chance, without any relation to the above quotation from Ibn 
Ezra's commentary. 41 

As was the case in the adaptation of R. Eleazar of Worm's 
system of combination to the Sephardic system of grammar, here 
Abulafia incorporated the idea of the nine-letter number into a 
circle with the seventy-two letter Name. It is worth mention-
ing that the nine letters within a circle reappear in Abulafia's 
Sefer ha-Hafteiriih,42 where they appear within the circle of the let-
ters of the forty-two letter Name, while preserving the number 
nine. We should also note that the use of concentric circles in 
order to combine the letters of various Divine Names likewise 
appears in other works of Abulafia, such as Imrey Sefer43 and Gan 
Na c ul.44 It is also interesting to note that circles including Divine 
Names appear in Islam as well, as one learns from a study by 
G. Anawati,46 although I have not yet found significant points 
of contact between the use of the circle in Abulafia and in the 
Arabic sources.
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3. Techniques for Recitation of the Names 

As we have seen above, the procedure for reciting the 
Name contained a number of elements, each of which shall now 
be enumerated separately. 

A. Breathing 

Any technique in which the pronunciation of letters occu-
pies a central place must attach importance to proper principles 
of breathing. Discussions of breathing appear in Yoga, in Sufism 
and in Hesychasm, albeit with different emphases. 46 Abulafia's 
writings contain brief statements and allusions to a technique of 
breathing to be practiced by one who pronounces the Ineffable 
Name. We shall attempt here to analyze the fragmentary mate-
rial which has come down to us. The most significant of these 
passages appears in Mafteali ha-emat,47 where it states: 

One must take each one of the letters [of the Tetragram-
maton] and wave it with the movements of his long breath (!) 
so that one does not breathe between two letters, but rather one 
long breath, for however long he can stand it, and afterwards 
rest for the length of one breath. He shall do the same with each 
and every letter, until there will be two breaths in each letter: 
one for pausing when he enunciates the vowel of each letter, 
and one for resting between each letter. It is known to all that 
every single breath of one's nostrils is composed of taking in 
of the air from outside, that is, mi-ba"r le-ga"w [from outside to 
inside], whose secrets allude to the attribute of Geburah and its 
nature, by which a man is known as gibbOr [mighty]—that is, the 
word ga"w ba"r [a rearrangement of the consonants of the word 
gibbor]—for his strength by which he conquers his Urge. 48 As in 
the secret of abg yts qr' stn with ygl pzq sqw syt,49 composed of 
the emission of breath from within to outside, and this second 
composition is from g"w to b"r. 

This passage combines together two significant elements: 
the technical description of breathing, and the theoretical discus-
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sion of the meaning of breathing. The technical aspect includes 
three different elements, comprising one unit: 1) the intake of 
air, namely, breathing; 2) the emission of air while pronouncing 
the letter and its vowel; 3) the pause between one breath and the 
next. In his epistle . ebti c Netibot ha-Toriih, p. 7, Abulafia refers to 
"the secret of the Name and the vocalization of some of its letters, 
their knowledge, and the resting breath, the interrupting [breath] 
and the extending [breath]." Comparison of the three terms used 
in Sefer Mafteati ha-gemiit indicates that the resting breath is paral-
lel to the phrase, "he shall rest for the length of one breath"; the 
extending breath parallels the intake of air before pronouncing 
a letter, "so that he not breathe between two letters, but takes 
one long breath, as much as he is able to stand in length"; while 
the interrupting breath is parallel to the emission of air which 
accompanies the pronunciation of the letter, "one for pausing, 
as at the time of pronouncing the vowel of that letter." Abulafia 
refers to three breaths elsewhere as wel1, 5° but only for purposes 
of gematria, without any technical interpretation likely to assist in 
the understanding of his approach. 

The division of the breathing process into three stages 
is not new; it already appears in Yoga, in which the process 
of breathing is divided into puraka, the intake of breath; recaka, 

the emission of breath; and kumbhaka, the retention of air. 5 ' True, 
there is no exact parallel between the retention of breath in Yoga, 
whose aim is to use up the oxygen present in the air one breathes 
by means of slight physical effort, to the state of rest mentioned 
by Abulafia, which follows the emission of breath. It may be that 
the word 'halt,' which refers to the holding of the air in order to 
pronounce the letter of the Divine Name, is a parallel to the halt 
practiced in Yoga, but we cannot state this with any certainty. 52 In 
both systems, one arrives at an extremely slow pace of breathing, 
which is a goal in and of itself in Yoga, and in practice also in 
Abulafia. Without stating so directly, he emphasizes the need for 
a long period of emission, on the one hand, and the maximum 
exploitation of the air held in the lungs, on the other: "that he 
should not breath between two letters except for one long breath,
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for so long as he is able to stand." Indeed, in Pe'ulat ha-Yesiralt, he 
states that "one should pronounce one letter of the Name with 
a great voice, in one breath, until he exhausts his breath from 
breathing out."53 In 'Or ha-Selcel, he similarly states: 

When he begins to pronounce one letter with a given vocaliza-
tion, one should remember that it alludes to the secret of the 
unity, so do not extend it more than the length of one breath 
and do not interrupt it during that breath at all until you com-
plete its expression. And extend that [particular] breath in ac-
cordance with the strength of the length of one breath, as much 
as you are able to extend it.54 

As we have seen, one ought to extend both the breath and 
its emission. The same is not true, however, for the pause be-
tween breaths; Mafteah ha-Semot speaks of the pause as equalling 
the length of one breath, while in 'Or ha-Selcel there is a slight 
variation:55 

Do not separate between one breath and the breath of the letter, 
but cling to it, whether one long breath or a short one... But 
between the letter of the name and the 'Alef, in the direct ones, 
or between the 'Alef and the letter of the Name, in the in-
verted ones,56 you may take two breaths—no more—without 
pronouncing anything. At the end of each column, you may 
take five breaths, and no more, but you may also breathe less 
than five breaths. 

Hayyey ha- `01cim ha-Ba' gives a different version, which al-
lows for the possibility that one may take three breaths between 
the pronounciation of each letter.57 

Another rule entailed in the act of pronouncing the Names 
refers to the prohibition against pronouncing the letters while 
breathing in: "and it is possible that the speaker [i.e., the per-
son who recites] may breathe, and will not speak with his lips 
between the emission of air and its intake, but he is not allowed 
to speak with his mouth and take in the breath together, 58 but 
that the speech and the emission of air may occur together."59
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Turning to the theoretical significance of breathing, we 
find that the process of intake and emission of air is alluded to in 
the afore-cited passage from Mafteah ha-SentOt by the words mi-ba "r 

le-ga"w, which symbolize the attribute of Geburcih within man—
that is, his ability to overcome his evil Urge. For this reason, 
man pronounces the Name of forty-two letters 6° incorporating 

the expression qera c safari ("cut off Satan"] which corresponds, in 
my opinion, to "conquering his Urge." The ability to overcome 
corporeality, tantamount to the Evil Urge and to Satan, by means 
of breathing, is likewise alluded to in another formulation from 
Hayyey ha- colcim ha-Ba': 

And you may yet again, if you wish, breathe three breaths 
which are one... And immediately the Satan will die, for they 
were enemies to the perceptions which are in the blood of man, 
and the blood is the animal [attribute]. But the secret of the one 

breath is Sadday— [i.e.,] Sin Dalet Yod— and that is the second 

seal... which killed the demons with the seal of the Messiah, 
which kills the evil blood, and also kills the evil attribute, so it 
immediately dies by the precious hand by the strength of those 

three breaths.6' 

The function of the three breaths which are one is that, 
as they constitute one unit connected with the pronunciation 
of one letter, they may destroy or murder the Satan and the 
imagination, i.e., the adverse perceptions inherent in the blood 
of man, in the evil blood, etc. On the other hand, the breath 
is the means of strengthening the spiritual element in man: the 
"precious hand," Sadday, the seal of Messiah. 62 Elsewhere in the 
same work, Abulafia writes about: 

...eighteen breaths, which will add to your years of life, which 

are the life [in gematria: 18] of the soul, from the two creatures 

in which there is the life of the soul. And there are in you 
two nostrils in which they are mingled, and understand this, 
for they are the nostrils of the soul, whose secret is the two 
cherubim, and they are two chariots which force the Selcinah to 

dwell on earth and to speak with man.63
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This passage suggests the ability of the breath to bring 
about a mystical experience, and through that the survival of 
the soul." The two aspects of breath—that of overcoming cor-
poreality and of strengthening spirituality—are symbolized by 
the two angels, Gabriel and Michael: "from his two nostrils one 
may recognize the two archangels, of whom it is said that the 
names of all the angels change in accordance with their work and 
their deeds and their activities,65 [i.e.,] Michael and Gabriel."66 
In Abulafia's writings, Michael is identified with the Active In-
tellect or Metatron, while Gabriel is identified with Sandalphon, 
to whom is encharged the corporeal realm. 67 In two other pas-
sages, we learn of the service and knowledge of God with the 
help of breathing: "Remember Yah and his activities, for He is 
the one who seals and makes an impress—know Yah through 
your breath. 68 "'All that has breath shall praise Yah, Halleluyah'"69 and 
it is said, 7° 'with each and every breath that is within you, praise God.'"71 

In conclusion, we must mention the connection between 
breathing and the recitation of the Name as it appears in Wit 
Holcmah. 72 The sixteenth-century Safedian Kabbalist, R. Elijah de 
Vidas, quotes therein a certain book not mentioned by title, as 
follows: 

There are 1080 divisions to an hour, corresponding to which 
the Tetragrammaton is combined and permutated in various 
combinations of vocalizations of the alphabet, in a total of 1080 
combinations. These 1080 combinations correspond to the 1080 
breaths which a man breathes, and to each breath there cor-
responds one letter of the name of four letters, which gives 
vitality to that breath. 

And this is alluded to in "For by every thing which comes from 
the mouth of God may man live." 73 As God gives breath and life, 
it is appropriate that all his [man's] breaths be devoted to the 
service of the Creator, and to this our sages referred in Genesis 
Rabba [in their interpretation of] the phrase "all that has breath 
shall praise Yah..." [Ps. 150:6]
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The connection between the act of breathing and the 
recitation of the 1080 combinations of the Ineffable Name, with 
all possible vocalizations,74 is made here, to the best of my 
knowledge, for the first time. It is based upon R. Eleazar of 
Worms"Eser 1:lawayOt and on the quotation from 'Or ha-Selcel, both 

of which appear in Pardes RimmOnim,75 the major work of de Vi-
das' master, R. Moses Cordovero. 

From a practical viewpoint, it is difficult to imagine that 
one may breathe 1080 times in one hour, particularly when one 
also needs to pronounce letters; in any event, such a rapid pace 
would seem to contradict Abulafia's whole approach. However, 
the very occurrence of the breathing technique together with the 
pronunciation of letters of the Divine Name evinces the practice 
of an Abulafian-like technique among the Safedian Kabbalists, a 
fact further strengthened by other evidence. 

B. Shaking of One's Head 

In Abulafia, the act of pronouncing the letters is accom-
panied by motions of the head corresponding to the vowels of 
the letters pronounced. A detailed description of this practice 
appears in tlayyey ha-`01arn ha-Ba', 76 quoted here in extenso: 

After you begin to pronounce the letter, begin to move your 
heart and head: your heart by your intellection, because it is an 
inner [organ], and your head itself, because it is external. And 
move your head in the form of the vowel [-point] of the letter 
which you are pronouncing. This is the manner of the form of 
the motion: know that the vocalization which is above is called 
Holam, and that alone is marked above the letter, but the other 
four vowel sounds are below the letter. And that [vowel] which 
is above the letter 'Alef, which you pronounce with the letter 

Kaf or Qof do not in the beginning incline your head either 
to the right or the left, nor below or above at all, but let your 
head be set evenly, as if it were in a scale [i.e., balanced], in 
the manner in which you would speak with another person of 
the same height as yourself, face to face.
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Thus, when you extend the vowel of the letter in its pronunci-
ation, move your head up toward the heavens, and close your 
eyes and open your mouth and let your words shine, 77 and 
clear your throat of all spittle so that it not interfere with the 
pronunciation of the letter in your mouth, and in accord with 
the length of your breath shall be the upper movement, un-
til you interrupt the breathing together with the movement of 
your head. And if after uttering [the letter] there is a moment 
left to complete the breath, do not lower your head until you 
complete everything. 

The process described here in detail is also alluded to 
briefly in Sefer 'Or ha-Selce1:78 

And your head is crowned with tefillin, facing east, for from 
there light emerges to the world, and [from] there you may 
move your head toward five directions. And on [the vowel] 
ijolam begin from the center of the east, and purify your 
thoughts, and lift your head with the breath bit by bit until 
it is complete, and your head shall be facing up. And after 
this is completed bow down to the earth once... and on [the 
vowel] sere move your head from left to right, and on qamas 
from right to left. 

As one can clearly see, the head motions are simply at-
tempts to imitate the written form of the vowel sounds, an at-
tempt repeated in the use of music, where the vocalization is 
transformed into musical notes, as we shall see in the next chap-
ter. 

C. The Hands 

We find a description in Sefer ha -tiegeq of the hand move-
ments to be performed during the pronunciation of the Divine 
Names. 79 This description is unique in Abulafia's extant works 
and it reflects the position of the hands during the Priestly Bless-
ing.
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"Let my prayer be acceptable as incense, the offerings of my 
hands as sweet meal-offerings." 80 And lift your eyes up to the 
heaven, and lift your left and right hands, like the lifting up 
of hands of the kohen, who divides his fingers, five on one 
side and five on the other, with two on the right and two on 
the left [in each hand], the two smallest fingers, qemisdh and 
zeret (i.e., the pinky and the "ring finger") joined together, and 
these two next to them also joined. And divide between them, 
with the thumb stuck out by itself, and your hands shall also 
be in this form	 	 	 and your tongue shall 
separate between them, like a balance stone... [here details of 

the pronunciation are given[... and immediately put down your 
hands, which you lifted before God with ease, in the image 
of the ten Sefirot from the right, like the image of the ten fin-
gers, five over against five, to the right and left. And you have 
switched the powers and made meritorious the one who was 
guilty; therefore place your left hand on your heart, spread out 
with the five fingers, and above it place your right hand, out-
stretched with its five fingers, to indicate that the meritorious 
one has overcome him... and if you wish to lift your hands for 
a longer period of time, you are allowed to do so; but if not, 
you need not worry. 

Thus far, we have described those actions which one is 
to perform while pronouncing the letters. A separate chapter 
will be devoted to the song or "melody," as Abulafia calls the 
pronunciation of the letters in different tones. We shall now 
turn to the third stage of the pronunciation of the Divine Name, 
namely, the inner activities performed in "the heart," that is, 
with the powers of the soul: the intellect and the imagination. 

4. The Inner Pronunciation 

From the mid-thirteenth century, there appears in Hebrew 
mystical literature a technique, one of whose components is the 
imagining of the letters of the Divine Names. Evidence of such a 
practice appears in R. Isaac Ibn Latif, who enumerates three dif-
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ferent stages of contemplation of the letters of the Divine Name. 
In his Surat ha--`61dm, which was apparently written at the end of 
the second third of the thirteenth century, he writes:8' 

The desired end is to strip the Name of [its] matter and to 
imagine it in your mind, although it is impossible for the imag-
ination to depict it without some physical image, because the 
imagination is not separate from the sensibilia, and most of 
what is attained by the activity of the imagination is performed 
through the contemplation of the shape of the letters and their 
forms and number. And it must also be understood that its 
letters [i.e., those of the Divine Name] are that which make it 
move and speak, and that the other letters move about, but one 
cannot image them in speech except for the letters of the Name, 
even though they do not become mingled and do not change 
their places in the squaring of the numbers... And it is known 
to anyone who is wise of heart that when the imagination goes 
away, so do the letters. Therefore, the straightforward intellect 
must strip this Name of simple matter, and imagine it in the 
form of pure mind. 

The subject of this passage is the letters of the Divine 
Name, ,hwy, which enliven speech and whose numerical coun-
terparts (i.e., 1, 5, 6, 10) each retain their final digit when they are 
squared. 82 According to Ibn Latif, there are three levels of con-
templation of these letters: the material, the imaginative and the 
intellective. The second stage is to be understood, in my opin-
ion, as the depicting of the letters in the power of the imagina-
tion, without the physical presence of the written letters. These 
imaginary letters are thereby transformed into an object of con-
templation of the intellect just as, according to the Aristotelian 
theory of knowledge, every imaginary form is the material for 
intellectual activity. 

Ibn Latif's words indicate that the technique which he 
discusses at length in several places was already in use some 
time before its occurrence in Abulafia. In the latter's Hayyey ha-
Oldm ha-Ba', we read:
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Prepare your true thoughts to imagine the Name, may He be 
Blessed, and with it the supernal angels. And visualize them 
in your heart as if they are human beings standing or sitting 
around you, and you are among them like a messenger... And 
after you have imagined this entirely, prepare your mind and 
your heart to understand the thoughts whose matters are to 
be brought to you by the letters you have thought of in your 
heart.83 

It becomes clear several pages later that this refers to the 
letters of the Ineffable Name, of which it is said that they are 
the ones portrayed "and he shall close his eyes and intend in 
his thought, and the first intention is that he is to imagine that 
there are four camps of the Indwelling, or a Tabernacle around 
them, and four beautiful flags in round forms surrounding the 
fifth camp."84 Following this passage, Abulafia describes the im-
age that is to be imagined: the seventy-two letters Name in the 
center, with the four names of four letters in the four corners 
of the square. Next to the seventy-two letter Name is written 
thirty-two [probably an allusion to the 32 netibot mentioned in 
Sefer Yesirah]; this is an allusion to the gematria: 72 + 32 = 104 = 4 
x 26 [26 is the gematria of the Tetragrammaton]. 

One also ought to note here the parallels to the techniques 
of imagining in the writings of other Kabbalists. Abulafia's 
younger contemporary, R. Joseph b. Shalom Ashkenazi, cites 
an extremely interesting quotation in the name of "the philoso-
phers." This quotation, to be discussed below, is important in a 
number of different respects; I shall confine myself here to men-
tioning just one of them. The unidentified philosophers cited, 
who were presumably contemporaries or predecessors of Ab-
ulafia, proposed a technique of contemplation quite similar in 
several respects to that contained in the above quotations from 
Abulafia, though not identical with it. The following is the text 
of the passage:85 

The philosophers have already written on the issue of prophe-
cy, saying that it is not improbable that there will be a person to
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whom things will appear in his imaginative faculty comparable 
to that which appears to the imaginative faculty in a dream. 
All this [could take place] while someone is awake, and all his 
senses are obliterated, as the letters of the Divine Name [stand] 
in front of his eyes, in the gathered colours. Sometimes he will 
hear a voice,86 a wind, a speech, a thunder and a noise with 
all the organs of his hearing sense, and he will see with his 
imaginative faculty with all the organs of sight, and he will 
smell with all the organs of smell, and he will taste with all 
the organs of taste, and he will touch with all the organs of 
touch, and he will walk and levitate. All this while the holy 
letters are in front of his eyes, and its colours are covering it; 
this87 is the sleep of prophecy. 

The similarity of the content of this quotation to Abu-
lafia's teaching is interesting, despite the fact that he is clearly 
not the author quoted here; the contemplation of the letters of 
the Divine Name as a technique for bringing about 'prophecy' is 
clearly parallel to Abulafia's own path. Moreover, the quotation 
of these words in the name of "the philosophers," despite the fact 
that it is mingled with ideas from Sefer Yesirah, fits the mixture of 
Maimonidean philosophy and Sefer Yesirah mysticism character-
istic of Abulafia's own writings. Nevertheless, the presence here 
of a certain motif which is definitively rejected by Abulafia—i.e., 
"and its colors are enwrapped in it"88—makes it difficult for us 
to identify this passage with any likelihood as one of the "lost" 
writings of Abulafia. Yet it is precisely this conclusion, taken 
together with the quotation from Ibn Latif, which is significant 
for our understanding of the development of the teaching of this 
ecstatic Kabbalist. Abulafia did not create a new theory, but de-
veloped an already existing tendency, albeit one in some respects 
rather different from that expressed in his works. 

R. Isaac of Acre, an ecstatic Kabbalist of the late thirteenth 
and early fourteenth century, saw the act of imagining of the 
letters composing the name of God as a means of achieving the 
life of the world to come. These are his words in Me'irat Tinayim:89
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I, Isaac the young, the son of Samuel, of Acre, may it speedily 
be rebuilt, say [as follows], to the elite as well as to the vulgus: 
that whoever wishes to know the secret of attaching one's soul 
above and cleaving one's thought to Almighty God, so that 
one may acquire the World to Come with that same constant 
thought, without interruption, and God will always be with 
him, in this [world] and the next [do as follows]. Let him 
place before his eyes and his thought the letters of the Ineffable 
Name, as if they are written before him in a book, in Assyriac 
writing, and let him visualize each letter before his eyes as 
great, without limits. I mean by this to say that when you 
envision the letters of the Ineffable Name before your eyes, 
[imaginatively] put your mind's eye on them but the thought 
of your heart be on the Infinite ['Eyn Seif], [the envisioning and 
the thought] both concomitantly. And this is the true cleaving 
of which Scripture said, "to cleave to Him," 9° "and to Him 
shall you cleave,"9 ' "and you who cleave," 92 etc. And so long 
as the soul of man cleaves to the Name, may He be blessed, 
no evil shall befall you, and you shall come to no error in any 
matter, either intellective or sensory, and you will not fall into 
the hand of chance, for so long as one is cleaving to God, may 
He be blessed, he is above all chance and rules over them. 

Another sentence in the same work describes the tech-
nique of imagination: 

I, Isaac... of Acre, have come to write a tradition pertaining to 
the intention of the punctuation of the Holy Name... of which 
whosoever knows it will think in his heart of its vocalization 
as if it is vocalized before him.93 

In a magical passage appearing in the manuscripts, the 
idea of imagination appears as follows: "Another way YHWH 

with the vocalization of debarelca. Imagine in your mind the let-
ters of the Ineffable Name before your eyes, in a circle colored 
red as fire, and your thought shall perform much. From Rabbi 
Tanhum."94 The expression, "your mind shall perform much," 
and the end of the previous passage from Mc irat Tinayim, suggest 
an explicitly magical direction, conveying a technique, the main
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element of which is the attainment of cleaving to God (debequt).95 
It may be that R. Isaac of Acre combined Abulafia's teaching 
with a magical understanding of the imagining of the letters of 
God's Name which also was predicted in the thirteenth century. 

In conclusion, it is worthwhile citing a few comments 
concerning the imagining of the letters from MS. Sasson 290, p. 
648:

You may picture the Ineffable Name like the white flame of the 
candle, in absolute whiteness, and the light in your looking at 
the candle, and even when there is no candle, remember the 
flame, and there you may see and look at the light, from the 
pure white light. And one must always imagine that you are 
a soul without a body, and the soul is the light, and you are 
always within the above-mentioned flames, by way of the pure 
clouds. And strive to be pure and full, and if it is daytime 
wearing sisit and tefillin and the ring upon your finger, and at 
night as well the ring upon your finger. And be accustomed 
to cleanliness in that house where you stand in the sanctuary 
of God, within His precious, holy and pure names. 

I have discussed the visualization of the Divine Names 
at some length, because it concerns an extremely widespread 
technique, known to a number of different Kabbalists. How-
ever, there is one point which is decisive for the understanding 
of Abulafia's doctrine: what he assumes to be a means, in the 
passages we have cited from Hayyey ha- cohim ha-BcP, become (in 
other passages of his to be discussed in the third chapter) the 
goal. The letters of the Divine Name are not only a component of 
the method of cleaving to God; the process of imagining the let-
ters in the first stage precedes the vision of the letters in the final 
stage of the ecstatic process. 96 This distinction between technique 
and goal is not clear in other authors, so that in their descrip-
tions the imagining of the letters is transformed into immediate 
cleaving to them. Finally, let us note that the technique of imag-
ining already appears in the early thirteenth century mystic Ibn 
Arabi.97
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Another interesting element of Abulafia's technique of 
contemplation appears in klayyey ha-`0- lam ha-Mr . In several places 
there, he refers to a technique of recitation and contemplation 
connected to the three main organs of the body: the head, the 
belly and the torso: 

And he should again pronounce the head of the end, which is 
L [lamed], and imagine as if you are gazing at your belly, and 
do not breathe between pronouncing the place of your organ 
and pronouncing that letter which rules over that organ.98 

Elsewhere in the same work we read: 

Again, go and mention the head of the middle of the Name. 
You already know that you ought to pronounce [the names of] 
the organs from what I have said, that there are so-to-speak 
three spots on your head: the inside, which is the head of 
the head; the middle, which is the inside of the head; and the 
behind, which is the end of the head. And likewise imagine 
as if there are three points on your torso, which is the place 
of your heart: the head, which is the center of the middle; the 
middle, which is the middle of the middle, which is but one 
point in its center; and the behind, which is the end of the end. 
And likewise imagine that there are three points in your belly: 
the front, which is the point of your navel, the head of the end; 
the middle, which is the point of your entrails; the middle of 
the end, and behind, which is the point of the end of your 
spine, which is the place of the kidneys where the spinal cord 
is completed, the end of the end.99 

This passage is based upon the pronunciation of the letters 
of the Name of seventy-two letters, consisting of units of three 
letters, each three of which constitute one column. A unit con-
sists of a beginning, the first letter; a middle, the second letter; 
and an end, the final letter. It follows from this that, by recit-
ing a column of nine letters pertaining to the bodily organs, one 
thereby refers to the human head, torso and belly. An error in 
the recitation of one letter is likely to bring about a change in one
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of the organs of the body, for which reason the name of seventy-
two letters also includes the combination Mum [defect].100 

What are the sources of this technique? The reference to 
the navel leads G. Scholem to think that there is a connection 
between Abulafia and the school of hesychasm, which practiced 
the contemplation of one's navel. wi But it seems to me that pre-
cisely that opinion which he sees as "one which is difficult to 
imagine" is the correct one; namely, that this technique came 
about through an internal development, based upon study of 
Sefer Yesirdh. In tlayy -ey ha-Dldm ha-Ba', it states: 

Know that there are within man three matters created by the 
three pillars [i.e., primary letters], p nit, combined with yhw, 
and these are the angels of fire, wind and water. Behold, the 
head is created by three forms of fire, corresponding to tacq 
[corresponding to] fire, and the belly [is created of] water, cor-
responding to s rd [corresponding to] water, and the torso, cre-
ated from the wind, corresponding to tm"d [corresponding to] 
wind.102 

This division of the human body originates in Sefer Yesirdh 
iii, 4, where it states "[There are] three pillars [called] 'ms in 
the soul: fire, water and wind. The head is created from fire, 
the belly is created from water, and the torso, which is created 
from wind, mediates between them." Abulafia added a new 
element to this division, occurring already in Baraita de-Mazdlot,m3 
in which the astrological signs are divided into three groups, 
each element belonging to another group: to "q = Taleh, 'Aryeh, 
Qeget (i.e., Aries, Leo, Sagittarius) = fire; tm"d = Moznayim, 
Gedi (i.e., Gemini, Libra, Capricorn) = wind; sa'ad = Sartiin, `Aqrab, 
Deli (i.e., Cancer, Scorpio, Aquarius) = water. Through this, there 
came about the view that the three parts of the human body are 
likewise connected to the three letters. 

Abulafia used the letters of the Name of seventy-two let-
ters rather than the initials of the names of the constellations. 
Viewed in this way, it is clear that according to his approach the
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navel is no more than one of the nine points of the human body, 
and that there is no special significance to its contemplation. It 
is worth mentioning here the magical character of the technique 
of pronouncing the name of the organ and the letter appointed 
over it. In Hayyey ha-(Olam ha-Bir , Abulafia writes: 

Head and belly and torso, that is, the head, beginning inside 
the end. The "head" is the first point that you imagine in it; 
the "end" is the purpose of the head, and is like a tail to it, and 
the belly is likewise like a tail to the head, and is the image 
of the torso, wherein the heart is located. And the image that 
you ought to imagine at the time of pronunciation, in order 
to change within that image the nature of [one] part of the 
bodies, alone or with others, is: think in your heart the name 
of that thing, and if it is [composed] of two letters, such as yam 
[sea], and you wish to invert it, and the name of the reversal 
is yabigah [dry land], the companion of yam with yabagiih, and 
this is "beginning and end, yah." But the middle is me-yabeg 

yam; behold, Yoili me-yabg Yam ("God makes dry the sea"), for 
He in truth makes the sea into dry land. And pronounce in 
this image whatever you remember, and thus you will first say 
heh, in the middle of your head, and draw it within your head 
as if you were contemplating and see the center of your brain, 
and its central point in your thoughts, and envision the letter 
heh inscribed above it, which guards the existence of the points 
of your brain.'" 

We may now understand Abulafia's remarks in Pe c ulat ha-

Yesirah:

Begin at the head of your head, until there the first eight lines 
to preserve the head, and he shall mention the second eight 
lines to fulfill the first, in the first order, and he shall mention 
the eight third lines, the storm and the wind, and one image 
emerges.'°5 

There is no doubt that this refers to the head, the torso 
and the belly, with the help of a slightly different classification: 
(a) the head; (b) the first [qarna; the correct reading may be qamah-
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stature]; (c) end. As in Hayyey ha- cote-an ha-Ba', the letters of the 
Name of seventy-two letters, which are pronounced over the 
organs of the body, are here mentioned in order to create the 
homunculus, while in Hayyey ha-Olam ha-B(2', "in order to change 
nature," namely the spiritual nature of man-his psyche. It is 
worth mentioning that this technique incorporates two different 
planes of activity: the letters must be pronounced while one 
envisions in one's mind the place which they influence. 

The magical character of this technique is manifested in R. 
Judah Albotini's Sullam ha- `Aliyah. Here the author copies, almost 
word for word, the relevant passages from the two major works 
by Abulafia, 'Or ha-Sekel and Hayyey ha- colam ha-Ba'. 106 Prior to 
describing the above-mentioned technique, the author writes:1°7 

... that the angels were created and all creatures were made 
from the twenty-two letters and their combinations and their 
permutations, and as fire by nature warms, and water cools, 
so do the letters by their nature create all sorts of creatures, 
and [fulfill] the requests of those who mention them with wis-
dom and knowledge. Of this our sages said 108 that Bezalel 
knew how to combine the letters with which heaven and earth 
were created. Likewise, the other prophets and pious men in 
each generation, by means of the combination and permuta-
tion of letters and their movements, used to perform miracles 
and wonders and turn about the order of Creation, such as we 
find it explained in our Talmucl 1 °9 that Rabba created a man 
and sent him to R. Zeira. 

5. Preparations for Recitation 

Having described the details of the technique of reciting 
the Divine Name, we shall now discuss the necessary prepara-
tions related to this act. In two of his books, Hayyey ha-Olcim 
ha-Ba' and 'Or ha-Sekel, Abulafia describes these conditions:
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... At the time that you wish to recite this Ineffable Name as 
engraved above with its vocalization, adorn yourself and se-
clude yourself in a special place so that your voice will not 
be heard to anyone apart from yourself, and purify your heart 
and your soul from all thoughts of this world."° 

Elsewhere, he writes: 

Be prepared for thy God, oh Israelite! Make thyself ready to 
direct thy heart to God alone. Cleanse the body and choose a 
lonely house where none shall hear thy voice. Sit there in thy 
closet and do not reveal thy secret to any man. If thou canst, 
do it by day in the house, but it is best if thou completest it 
during the night. In the hour when thou preparest thyself to 
speak with the Creator and thou wishest Him to reveal His 
might to thee, then be careful to abstract all thy thought from 
the vanities of the world.'" 

A similar description is repeated in Sefer ha-tle§eq: 

When you wish to recite the name of seventy-two letters, fol-
lowing the preparation we have mentioned, you must arrange 
to be alone in a special place, to pronounce the secret of the In-
effable Name, and to separate and isolate yourself from every 
speaking creature, and from all vanities of [the world, so as not 
to view them as] attributes [of God]. And also so that there 
not remain in your heart any thoughts of human or natural 
things, of either voluntary or necessary [matters], as if you are 
one who has given a writ of divorce to all forms of the mun-
dane world, as one who has given a testament in the presence 
of witnesses in which he orders [another] to take care of his 
wife and his children and his property, and has relieved him-
self of all involvement and supervision and transferred it from 
himself and gone away."2 

The two main stipulations appearing here—separation 
from the vanities of the world and isolation in a special house 
for the purpose of this recitation—reappear in Sa carey Sedeq:
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He should also ascend to purify his soul above all other wis-
doms which he has learned; the reason for this being that, as 
they are natural and limited, they contaminate the soul and 
prevent the Divine forms, which are extremely fine, from pass-
ing through it... therefore one must isolate oneself in a special 
house, and if the house is such that he will not even hear a 
voice, this is even better.113 

A third preparation for the act of recitation is to adorn 
oneself in tallit and tefillin: 

And wrap yourself in a tallit and place your tefillin on your 
head and your arm, so that you may be fearful and in awe of 
the Selcinah, which is with you at that time. And cleanse your-
self and your garments, and if possible let them all be white, 
for all this greatly assists the intention of fear and love.'-''' 

Elsewhere, we read, "And sit enwrapped in clean white 
pure garments or new garments over all your garments, or over 
your tallit, and your head adorned with tefillin."" 5 To this atmo-
sphere of mystery is added the instruction that "if it is night, 
light many candles, until it shall enlighten your eyes well.""6 
As two contemporary students of hypnotism have attempted to 
show in a study,''' to which we shall return later, these instruc-
tions constitute a method akin to, though not identical with, that 
inducing auto-hypnosis. 

Once these conditions have been fulfilled, the one con-
templating begins to combine letters according to the methods 
described above. The immediate goal of these combinations is 
to achieve a state of "warming of the heart":"8 

And begin to combine small letters with great ones, to reverse 
them and to permutate them rapidly, until your heart shall be 
warmed through their combinations and rejoice in their move-
ments and in what you bring about through their permutations; 
and when you feel thusly that your heart is already greatly 
heated through the combinations... then you are ready to re-
ceive the emanated influx."°
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In Sefer ha-Melamed, Abulafia says, "but that of which I 
have informed you concerning the matter of the secret of com-
bination, that when you mention the words combined, then the 
divine spirit shall rest upon you through the heating of your 
heart.',120 We read another formulation of this motif in gwarey 
Sedeq, "all these acts must be performed with rapid motion, 
which warms the thought and increases the longing and joy. "121

 This motif of "warming" the heart or the thought is decisive 
for understanding the nature of the technique suggested by Ab-
ulafia; one may easily be misled by the external similarity be-
tween the components of Abulafia's path toward the mystical ex-
perience and certain details in Yoga or hesychasm. But beyond 
the details, which are clearly borrowed from outside sources, 
Abulafia's way is an original one in terms of the psychological 
mechanism by which the new consciousness which he reaches is 
activated. While in the other known techniques—Yoga, Sufism 
and hesychasm—the goal is to attain the maximum degree of 
concentration by means of a generally simple formula, to be re-
peated over and over again, Abulafia's method is based upon the 
contemplation of a constantly changing object: one must com-
bine the letters and their vowel signs, "sing" and move the head 
in accordance with the vocalization, and even lift one's hands in 
the gesture of Priestly Blessing. This combination of constantly 
changing components is entirely different from what we know 
of these other techniques. Abulafia is not interested in relaxing 
the consciousness by means of concentration on a "point," but 
in purifying it by the necessity to concentrate intensely on such 
a large number of activities that it is almost impossible at that 
moment to think about any other subject. By this means, the 
consciousness is purified of every subject apart from the names 
being uttered. 

The concentrated effort also assures rapid results; in 
kiayyey ha-`olam ha-Ba' 122 Abulafia states that, 

... it is the tradition among us, that the influx comes to the 
complete man when he completes the first verse following the
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pronounciation of the twenty-four names, whose mnemonic123 
is "My beloved is white and ruddy; the voice 124 of my beloved 
knocks" ( Dacli sah we--)aclam; (261 &VII chifeq). 

The point here is that, after one utters the twenty-four 
Names (symbolized by the gematria of the word cloth), each of 
which consists of three letters, it is possible to reach contact 
with the archangel Metatron. This intense increase in the level 
of mental activity at the time of pronunciation places the Ab-
ulafian experience under the category of "intense ecstasy," to 
use the terminology of Marganit Laski. 125 One does not find 
in Abulafia experiences of contemplative mysticism which are 
continued over a long period of time. Instead, his approach is 
intense; for this reason, the duration of the experience is also 
limited, as it is impossible for the mind to function on such an 
intensive level over a long period of time. Abulafia's system 
directs one toward short bursts into Eternal Life, followed by a 
rapid return to the life of this world. For this reason, the above-
mentioned approach, in which Abulafia's technique is seen as a 
means of bringing about a state of auto-hypnosis, seems diffi-
cult to accept.' 26 The decrease in the level of bodily and mental 
activity characteristic of the hypnotic state is absent in Abulafia. 
In his opinion: 

The more the sublime intellective flow is strengthened within 
you, the more your external and internal organs become weak-
ened, and your body begins to tremble greatly and mightily, 
until you think that you shall surely die at that time, for your 
soul will become separated from your body out of the great 
joy in attaining and knowing what you have known.127 

I would like to note one interesting side aspect of Ab-
ulafia's technique: namely, that his method is based upon the 
actual expression or pronunciation of the Ineffable Name, and 
that, in every possible combination of vocalization and of the 
letters themselves. According to the Mishnah, "One who pro-
nounces the Name in its letters [i.e., as it is written] has no 
share in the World to Come. "128 Abulafia claims the exact op-
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posite: that the way to attain the World to Come is precisely, 
and only, by pronouncing the Ineffable Name. Thus, we find 
here an extraordinary phenomenon: Abulafia's system is based 
upon the performance of an act, the recitation of the Holy Name, 
which constitutes a definite haliikic transgression. It is therefore 
quite surprising that neither Abulafia nor his opponents even 
mention this problem. 129 This makes an interesting contrast to a 
somewhat similar case in the Christian world. I refer to a reli-
gious movement that sprang up in Russia in 1913, which con-
sidered the Name of God as the principal means for connecting 
with Him; in its view, the recitation of God's name during wor-
ship brings about the unification of the worshipper with God 
Himself through the very act of pronouncing. Its opponents ar-
gued against this view that one is categorically proscribed from 
uttering God's name unnecessarily.'30 

In conclusion, one may mention the term used by G. 
Scholem to characterize the above-described path. In several 
places, he referred to Abulafia's path as a kind of "magic of 
inwardness," 13 ' whose main intention is to change man's inner 
structure. Abulafia claimed that one could alter both man's na-
ture and his sou1. 132 For this reason, while his path ought to 
be identified as a magical one because it alludes at times to 
the possibility of changes in external nature, its main intention 
of influencing the soul deserves the term technique rather than 
magic. As against the vain attempt to change the outside world, 
Abulafia at least succeeded in changing his own consciousness, 
as did the other mystics.

Chapter Two 

Music and Ecstatic Kabbalah 

There are two main aspects to the association between 
mystical ecstasy and music in the ecstatic Kabbalah: on the one 
hand, music served as an analogy for the technique giving rise 
to ecstasy and the ecstatic experience; on the other, it was an 
important element of the actual technique of Abulafia and his 
students. We shall first consider music as an analogy. 

1. Analogy for Ecstasy -Evoking Techniques 

In Gan Na cul, we find a passage containing a comparison 
between the influence exerted by music and the combination of 
letters:'

Know that [letter-]combination is like the hearing of the ears, 
for the ear hears and the sounds are combined according to 
the form of the tune and the sound-enunciation. 2 Witness the 
(string instruments) kinnor and ?tad; their sounds are com-
bined, and with the combination of the sounds the ears hear 
variation and exchange 3 in the pangs of love. 4 The strings 
which are struck with the right hand and with the left hand 
vibrate, bringing the sweet taste to the ears, from which sound 
moves to the heart, and from the heart to the spleen. 5 In the 
meantime, joy is renewed through the pleasure of the variation 
of the tunes, which can only be renewed by the form of the
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37. MS. Vatican 233, fol. 97a. 

38. 'Eser Hawayat, MS, Munchen 43, fol. 219a, as well as 
in several passages in Sefer ha -gem. The section was copied from 
the works of R. Eleazar in Minhat Yehuddh by R. Judah Hayyat 
(Ma'areket ha - 'Elohut, fol. 197b), and from there to Pardes RirnmOnim, 
fol. 92b. The expression, "the book of the structures [mwardkod 
of the living God" is an allusion to Ma'areket ha - 'Elohut, R. Moses 
Cordovero substituting the author for its commentary. The first 
Spanish Kabbalist to use an Ashkenazic system in his books 
was R. David ben Judah he-Hasid, in Mar& ha -Sabot, p. 95. This 
source was also known to R. Moses Cordovero, who mentions 
him as "the author of Sefer 'Or Zarua'," which, as is known, is 
the work of R. David. Compare Pardes Rinundnim, fol. 93b with 
the citation given in Mardi- ha -SdErdt. R. David's contemporary, 
R. Menahem Recanati, also alludes to this system in his Perug 
la -TOrdh, fol. 49b. 

39. See chapter on language in Idel, Abraham Abulafia, sec. 
3 and note 31. Abulafia based the use of the word notariqon 
upon widespread knowledge in his circle. See MS. Berlin-
Tubingen Or. 941, fol. 88a, which contains a text very similar to 
part. 3 of Ginat 'Egdz, in which the word notariqOn appears with 
the vocalization of five different vowels. 

40. On Exodus 3:15.
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41. M. Steinschneider (Hebraische Bibliographic, vol. 21, p. 
35) alludes to the possibility of the influence of ha-Agulat ha-

Ra<ayoniyal on the technique of circles in Hayyey ha- colam ha-Ba'. 

However, it is difficult to substantiate such an assumption in 
light of the fact that Abulafia does not at all mention ha-rAguliit 

ha-Ra cayoniyOrt, despite the fact that this was a widespread work 
among the Jews. 

42. MS. Rome-Angelica 38, fol. 38b; MS. Munchen 285, 
fol. 30a.

43. MS. Munchen 285, fol. 102a. 

44. MS. Munchen 58, fol. 320a. 

45. George Anawati, "Le nom supreme de Dieu," Etudes 

de philosophic musulmane (Paris, 1974), pp. 404-405. 

46. Extensive bibliographical material on breathing and 
on the various techniques of pronunciation was gathered by 
Tocci in the notes to his article, "Technique of Pronunciation." 
However, his analysis of the details of Abulafia's system of 
breathing is based upon a passage from 'Or ha-Sekel and upon 

the printed portion of Hayyey ha- `01arn ha-Ba); he was unaware of 
several important discussions concerning breathing technique, 
which we shall cite below, for which reason his study is incom-
plete.

47. MS. New York, JTS 1897, fol. 86b - 87a. 

48. 'Abot , 4:1. 

49. These are the first and last letters of the Name of 
forty-two letters. 

50. , e1)ci , Netibdt ha-torah, p. 25; Hayyey ha-`01tim ha-Ba , , MS. 

Oxford 1582, fol. 54b.
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51. J. H. Woods, The Yoga System of Patanjali (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1966), p. 193; Yoga-Sutra II, 
49.

52. The accepted interpretation of kumbhaka is "halting"—
an interruption in the breathing activity after one draws in air. 
In one place only have I succeeded finding an interpretation 
suitable to Abulafia as well: in the French translation of the 
lectures of Vivekananda on the sutra of Patanjalil, Jean Herbert, 
the translator, remarks that the meaning of kumbhaka is a halt 
before or after the breath. The former interpretation suits the 
idea of "rest" in Abulafia, but I cannot verify the reliability of 
this interpretation. See S. Vivekananda, Les Yogas practiques (Paris, 
1939), p. 551, note 1. 

53. MS. Vatican 528, fol. 71b. 

54. MS. Vatican 233, fols. 109b-110a. Copied by R. Moses 
Cordovero in Pardes RimmOnim, fol. 92c-d, as Sefer ha-Niqqud. 

55. Ibid., fols. 110a-110b. 

56. The straight ones are read as 'Alef-Yod, and the inverted 
ones as Yod-'Alef. 

57. MS. Oxford 1582, fol. 54b: "And between each letter 
you are allowed to wait and to prepare yourself and breathe for 
the duration of three breaths of the breaths of pronunciation." 

58. The sentence "but he is not allowed.... together" 
appears twice; I have eliminated the repetition. 

59. Matteal)ha-emeit MS. New York, JTS 1897, fol. 87a. It is 
worth noting that, despite the difficulty in uttering letters while 
breathing, such an instruction does appear among the Sufis, who 
make use of a technique combining pronouncing while breathing 
and emitting air. See Anawati-Gardet, Mystique musulmane (Paris, 
1961), pp. 208-209.
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the world was, and there is no chance in his words, but through them 
he splits the Sea and the Jordan. 

See also note 67 below. 
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60. In Sefirotic Kabbalah, the forty-two letter Name serves 
as a symbol for the attribute of Geburdh—the Sefirah of "Rigor". 

61. MS. Oxford 1582, fol. 61b. 

62. G' ?legit-It& [three breaths] = 814 = negimah 'shat = ha-sdtdn 

ydmut = mastinOt [one breath; Satan will die; enemies] = ha-hasagOt 

be-darn ha-)adarn [the comprehension in the blood of man] = sin 

dalet yod [the letters of Sadday written out in full) = hOtam Beni [the 

second seal] = hemit ha-gedim [killed the demons] = ba-hotiim mcgiah 

[with the seal of Messiah] = memit ha-dam ha-ra c [kills the bad 

blood] = memit midddh ra'ah [kills the bad attribute] = met mi-yad 

yeadrah [dies by a dear hand]. There may be a connection between 
the positive valuation of breathing as a means of strengthening 
the spiritual element, and the idea of the Orphic poets, quoted 
and rejected by Aristotle in De Anima, 410b, 28, that the soul is 
drawn in by breathing. 

63. MS. Oxford 1582, fols. 54b-55a. Y'H negimOt (18 

breaths) = 824 = gen& hayyirn [years of life] = hayye negamOt [life 

of the soul] = meganney hayut [the changers of vitality] hayut ha-

nacimith [vitality of the soul]. Sene nehirim (two nostrils) = 678 = 

carabOt = nehire negcimah [nostrils of the soul] = senayim kerubim [two 

cherubs] = geney murkabim [two compounded] = makrike ha-Sekindh 

[those who force the elcinah]. See also MS. Jerusalem 8° 1303, 
fol. 55b.

64. Compare Gan Na'u1, MS. Munchen 58, fol. 322a: 

As it is said [Gen. 2:7], "And he breathed into their nostrils the breath 
of life," and one who weighs the letters must contemplate the secret 
of the recitation of the names, with the hidden breaths sealed by all 
the wisdoms, and in them he shall live after death. 

Compare also Nahmanides in his commentary to Ecclesi-
astes, Kitbey Ramban, ed. Chavel, Jerusalem, 1963 I, 192: 

And with the unique name [there are] letters created and revealed 
miracles performed in the world....for with His Name He spoke and

65. Abulafia derives the word mal'ak (angel) from meldkah 
(labor). See Hayyey ha-Nefeg, MS. M'unchen 408, fols. 27a-b; Imre 
Sefer, MS. Munchen 40, fol. 225b, etc. 

66. Mafteah ha-Semeit, MS. New York, JTS 1897, fol. 87a. 

67. See Idel, "The World of the Imagination," pp. 168-171. 

68. The concluding poem of Hayyey ha-Oldm ha-Bw, MS. 
Oxford 1582, fol. 82a. 

69. Psalm 150:6. 

70. Genesis Rabba , 14:9, ed. Theodor-Albeck, p. 134. 

71. Mafteah ha-gemot, MS. New York, JTS 1897, fol. 87a. 
Compare also 'Or ha-Sekel, MS. Vatican 233, fol. 77b. 

72. Saar ha-Yir'dh, Ch.10. The section is also quoted in 
Midrtig Talpiyot of R. Elijah ha-Kohen, fol. 15b. 

73. Deuteronomy 8:3. 

74. The division of the hour into 1080 seconds, as well 
as the 1080 combinations, also appears in Abulafia, but he does 
not draw any connection between them in his known works, no 
doubt because no connection of this type exists in actuality. See: 
V 'Adam, MS. Rome, Angelica 38, fol. 5a; Perug Sefer Yesirah, MS. 
Paris 774, fol. 60a; 'osiir Gan 'Eden, MS. Oxford 1580, fol. 40b; 
and many other places. See also the introduction to 'Or Yaqdr, 
printed in R. Abraham Azulai's it Or (Bene Barak, 
1973), III, fol. 44c sec, 73 on Bamidbar.
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75. Saar Pirte ha-Semot, Chs. 1-2; as is well known, R. 
Moses Cordovero was the teacher of R. Elijah de Vidas. 

76. MS. Oxford 1582, fols. 54a-54b, printed by Scholem, 

Abulafia, p. 23. 

77. Beralcot, fol. 22a. 

78. MS. Vatican 233, fols. 110a-110b; Scholem, Abulafia, p. 

226. See also J. L. Blau, The Christian Interpretation of the Cabala in 

the Renaissance (NewYork, 1965), p. 69, n. 12. 

79. MS. New York, ITS 1801, fols. 9a-b; MS. British Li-
brary 749, fol. 12a-b, with omissions. See also Ner 'Elohim, MS. 

Munchen 10, fol. 166b. 

80. Psalms 141:2. 

81. (Wien, 1860), p. 32. In the printed version the word 

magi‘Ot appears there, which I have corrected in accordance with 
the meaning here. Here, it refers to the letters of the Ineffable 
Name, which move the letters of Alef Bet, an idea which appears 

already in Kuzari, IV:25, and was already known among the Kab- 
balists of Gerona, and afterwards by R. Joseph of Hamadan. 

82. See Ibn Ezra's commentary to Exodus 3:15, which is 
also cited in the section on circles, below, Ch. 3. 

83. MS. Oxford 1582, fol. 52a. 

84. Ibid., fol. 57b-58a. On the connection between closing 
one's eyes and the use of mystical technique, see Idel, "Hitbodedut 

as Concentration," Studies, essay VII, Appendix A. 

85. Printed by G. Scholem, from the commentary of R. 

Joseph Ashkenazi to Pardsat Beregit, in his article "The True Author 

of the Commentary to Sefer Yesirdh attributed to the Rabad and 

his Works," Qiryat Sefer , 4 (1927-28), p. 299 (Hebr.1; see also
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Scholem's remarks, ibid., n. 2; Hallamish, Kabbalistic Commentary, 
p. 223.

86. Sefer Yesirdh 1:9. 

156. 87. Compare Genesis Rabbah, 17:5, ed. Theodor-Albeck, p. 

88. The problem of the contemplation of colors and lights 
in Kabbalah shall be discussed in a separate work, in which 
I will analyze this passage from R. Joseph from other aspects. 
Abulafia does not mention colors at all in his works, while else-
where, in the epistle We-Zot li-Yehuddh, p. 16, Abulafia criticizes 
the contemplation of lights as being of a lower type of Kabbalah 
than that which he advocates. 

235. 89. Ed. Goldreich, p. 217; see also Gottleib, Studies, p. 

90. Deuteronomy 11:22. 

91. Deut. 10:20. 

92. Deut. 4:4. 

93. Ed. Goldreich, p. 89. 

94. MS. Paris, Seminaire Israelite de France 108, fol. 95a, 
and compare MS. Oxford 1943 British Library 768, fols. 190b-
191a, and ibid., 771/2. MS. Paris 108 contains sections from both 
Meirat Tinayim (see fol. 92a), and an anonymous work of Abu-
lafia (fol. 82a-89a). The forming of the letters of the Name with 
colors, while connecting matter to Sefirdt, appears as well in MS. 
Sasson 919, p. 229, which also includes material from the circle 
of R. Isaac of Acre. 

95. There is no doubt that R. Isaac of Acre's remarks 
were influenced by Maimonides' understanding of providence in
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Guide, 111:51, albeit his intellectual approach was given a magical 
significance.

96. The circle used by Abulafia in his technique turns 
afterwards into a subject revealed in his vision. 

97. H. Corbin, Creative Imagination in the Sufism of Ibn Arabi 

(London, 1970), p. 234, n. 41-42. 

98. MS. Oxford 1582, fol. 62a. 

99. Ibid., fol. 63a-b. 

100. Ibid., fol. 12b. 

101. Abulafia, p. 170. 

102. MS. Oxford 1582, fol. 12b. 

103. See G. Ben-Ami Zarfati, "Introduction to Baraita de- 
Mazalbt" [Hebr.], Bar Ilan; Sefer ha-Saneih, 3 (1968), p. 67 and note 
34. This division appears in many places in medieval literature; 
see Wertheimer's Batey MidrdgOt, II, p. 26, and the comments of 

Abraham Epstein, Mi-Qadn5niy61 ha-Yehudim (Jerusalem, 1957), p. 
82. Abulafia himself also used this distinction in his anonymous 
work in MS. Sasson 290, p. 235, and in 'Osiir 'Eden Geinuz, MS. Ox-
ford 1580, fol. 81a. It is worth noting that the concept of "forms" 
(surdt), which appears in the section quoted from Hayyey ha-`01am 

ha-Ba', means "constellations"; see I. Efrat, Jewish Philosophy in the 

Middle Ages, II, p. 93-94 [Hebr.] 

104. MS. Oxford 1582, fol. 61a. 

105. Idel, Abraham Abulafia, p. 131. 

106. Published by Scholem in Qiryat Sefer, 22 (1945), p. 

161.

107. Ibid., p. 165.
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108. Beralcot, fol. 55a. 

109. Sanhedrin, fol. 65b. 

110. 'Or ha-Sekel, MS. Vatican 233, fol. 109a. 

111. Hayyey ha-Olcim ha-Ba', MS. Oxford 1582, fol. 51b; Sc-
holem, Abulafia, p. 210. English translation taken from Scholem, 
Major Trends, pp. 136-137. From this text, Ch. G. Nauert, Agrippa 
and the Crisis of Renaissance Thought (Urbana, Ill., 1965), p. 289, n. 
7, concludes that there may have been some connection between 
Abulafia and Agrippa, although at present there is no evidence 
to support such an opinion. Compare the words brought in the 
name of R. Elijah of London, quoted below in n. 129. 

112. MS. New York, JTS 1801, fol. 9a; MS. British Library 
749, fol. 12b. 

113. MS. Jerusalem 8° 148, fols. 71b-72a. This is the source 
for the description in Sullam ha-Aliyah of R. Judah al-Botini; See 
Scholem, Kabbalistic Manuscripts, pp. 226-227. The language is 
more similar to Sa rarey Sedeq than to Hayyey ha-Olcim ha-Ba', as 
thought by Scholem, ibid., n. 5, even though Abulafia's book 
greatly influenced the quotation from SuHam ha-Aliydh. 

114. Hayyey ha-`61am ha-Ba', MS. Oxford 1582, fol. 51b; 
Scholem, Abulafia, p. 210; and Sefer SuHeim ha-Aliyah, printed in 
his Kabbalistic Manuscripts, p. 227. The motif of the "white gar-
ments" appears in a number of texts connected with the recita-
tion of the Divine Name. The recitation of the Ineffable Name 
is described in a work entitled Simug Rigon le-girsat ha-Sefarim ha-
Hisaniim, MS. Bologna, University No. 2914, fol. 55a. Among the 
actions which precede this recitation are immersion in a ritual 
bath, fasting, and wearing white clothes. See also the ceremony 
of creating the gcilem in the section quoted by Scholem, On the 
Kabbalah, p. 185. Compare his words quoted in the name of R. 
Elijah of Londres (London) in MS. Sasson 290, p. 381:
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When you wish....to make your question, turn your heart from all 
other involvements, and unify your intentions and your thoughts to 
enter Pardes. Sit alone in awe, wrapped in tallit and with tefillin 

on your head, and begin [to recite] 'Mikt -am le-Dawid' [Ps. 16], the 
entire psahn....and read them with their melodies. 

115. 'Or ha-Sekel , MS. Vatican 233, fol. 109a. 

116. I:layy -ey ha-Oldni ha-Ba', MS. Oxford 1582, fol. 52a; 
Scholem, Kabbalistic Manuscripts, p. 227. 

117. M. Bowers - S. Glasner, "Autohypnotic Aspects of 
the Kabbalistic Concept of Kavanah," Journal of Clinical and Ex-

perimental Hypnosis, 6 (1958), pp. 3-23. The authors rely almost 
exclusively upon the material appearing in G. Scholem on Abu-
lafia and his disciples, and also analyze phenomena pertaining 
to the Helull& literature and to M. H. Luzzatto. It should be noted 
that the assumption that the ecstatic situation of the "descenders 
to the Merktibdh" is the result of self-hypnosis already appears in 
the article by Yitzhak Heinemann, "Die Sektenfrommigkeit der 
Therapeuten," MGM, 78 (1934), p. 110, n. 1. 

118. On the sensation of heat among various mystics, see 
C. Rowland, "The Visions of God in Apocalyptic Literature," 
Journal for the Study of Judaism, 10 (1979), p. 141, and n. 10. 

119. Hayyey ha-Olam ha-Ba', MS. Oxford 1582, fol. 52a. 

120. MS. Paris - BN 680, fol. 293a. 

121. MS. Jerusalem 8 0 148, fol. 73a. 

122. MS. Oxford 1582, fol. 53a. 

123. Song of Songs 5:10. 

124. Ibid., v. 2. 

125. M. Laski, Ecstasy, (New York, 1968), pp. 47 ff.
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126. See above, n. 117. 

127. ljayyey ha-`01am ha-Ba', MS. Oxford 1582, fol. 52a. 

128. Sanhedrin, fol. 90b. 

129. Compare the things attributed to R. Elijah of London 
(see above, note 114), who writes, after what is cited there: 

Thereafter he should bow on his knees with his face to the east and 
say as follows....and think of the Name which is written before him, 
but not utter it with his lips....and the Name of four letters, which 
is divided on the perfection of the vocalization into 38 sections, and 
they are not to be pronounced, but he is only to direct his thoughts 
to them. (MS. Sasson 290, p. 381). 

And compare to MS. Sasson 919, p. 210: 

I, R. Isaac of Acre, felt in myself a great longing to gaze 
at the mil/4i [i.e., the plene writing of each letter] of the Ineffable 
Name in all its ways, for I already knew that the ways of heh 
and waw four and four, thus, h ha hh by w ww waw wyw. But the 
first one has only one milui, thus, ywd. But now guard yourself 
and guard your soul lest you read the letters Ithwyli, and do not 
read them, for whoever pronounces the Name by its letters as 
they are written has no portion in the World to Come. See this 
and ask your soul, but contemplate them. 

See also below, Ch. 3, pp. 304-305. 

130. R. Fulop -Miller, The Mind and Face of Bolshevism (Lon-
don, New York, 1927), pp. 258-260. The author, who points out 
the origins of this movement in Mt. Athos in Greece, and sees 
a continuation thereof in hesychasm, which is likewise based 
upon the recitation of the name of Jesus, claims (p. 260) that the 
source of his approach lies in "Jewish Kabbalah," but there is no 
proof for such a connection. 

131. Scholem, Major Trends, p. 145.
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